What it lets you do
“I’ll just safedrop you my credit card details”
Send a safedrop that can only be viewed once, you can also restrict how long it
can be viewed for.
“Lets give the bidder access to our core financials for a week - no print
outs though, and no looking at any documents for more than 15 minutes”
**
Just send the bidders a safedrop message and set validity to 1 week, and
maximum document view time to 15 minutes, our document protection does the
rest.

Share documents and messages securely
Protect from copy, paste and forwarding
Save carbon and cash

“Did Emma read the proposal I sent last week?
Yes, she downloaded it on Tuesday, and printed it (twice) on Wednesday.
Document receipts and audit trails give full information.
“I just sent the redundancy agreement to the wrong mailing list - &£@*D!”
Login, and revoke the message. Check the audit trail to see if anyone read it
before you revoked, and be prepared to make a few phone calls if they did!
“I need to get this CD of employee data to Germany tonight”
With safedrop you can upload files up to 2Gb in size with high security. For
European customers all data is kept within the EU, complying with data protection
legislation.
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Simple security
safedrop lets you share documents and messages online with maximum security. It
can even call your phone number to authenticate you.
When you send a message, you can specify:
• How long it’s valid for (from 20 minutes +)
• How many times it can be viewed
• Authentication required (any combination of email token, password, phone call)
• If printing or copying is allowed**
Audit trail
All delivery receipts, file sends and secure conversations are audited and may be

sharing with 3rd
parties

searched online, or downloaded as a spreadsheet.

2 factor

√ - by email

Control & restrict copy, paste, print or forward. **

authentication

and phone

Our unique online viewer protects your documents from copy, paste and print, and
even from screen grabs.

Protect documents
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from printing**
Protect from copy &
paste**
Encrypted in transit
Non repudiable
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API access
An easy to use API means that safedrop can be fully integrated into your systems,
and deliveries can be automated.

What’s next?

$$
If you’d like to talk about safedrop, how to get it into your company, or integrate it with
your application, please visit www.safedrop.com or call Angus on +44 207 739 4252.
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